ATTACHING THE WEAPONS MOUNT

The Ghost Hunter weapons mount is compatible with the 1x24 and 2x24 only and will fit on weaver and picatinny mounts. The weapons mount allows the monocular to be used in conjunction with night vision compatible weapons sights. The weapons mount ensures stable positioning of the Ghost Hunter 2x24 behind a weapon sight, even while in fast motion (pacing, running, and abrupt movements).

The weapons mount is simple and easy to attach. In order to operate:

- Locate the 1/4” accessory socket on the top side of the Ghost Hunter 2x24.
- Attach the weapons mount to the 1/4” accessory socket where the mounting screw is facing forwards, towards the objective lens of the monocular.
- Rotate the attachment screw until the weapons mount is firmly secured to the Ghost Hunter.
- Attach the mount to your rifle with proper eye relief and proper placement behind your weapon sight. Fasten the mounting screw until the mount is firmly secured to your firearm.

CATUTION: The Ghost Hunter has a small eye relief and is intended for rifles with low recoil. Shooting on high recoil calibers can damage the unit due to shock and cause eye injury.

Please visit www.sightmark.com for warranty information and more information on this product.